Kinetic consequences of a slow substrate binding step in group transferases. Interpretation of product inhibition experiments.
The steady state kinetic properties of a simple model for an enzyme catalyzed group transfer reaction between two substrates have been calculated. One substrate is assumed to bind slowly and the other rapidly to the enzyme. Apparent substrate inhibition or substrate activation by the rapidly binding substrate may result if the slowly binding substrate binds at unequal rates to the free enzyme and to the complex between the enzyme and the rapidly binding substrate. Competitive inhibition by each product with respect to its structurally analogous substrate is to be expected if both substrates are in rapid equilibrium with their enzyme-substrate complexes. This product inhibition pattern, however, may also be observed when one substrate binds slowly. Noncompetitive inhibition with respect to the rapidly binding substrate by its structurally analogous product may result if the slowly binding substrate binds more slowly to the enzyme-product complex than to the free enzyme. Inhibition by substrate analogs which are not products should follow the same rules as inhibition by products. Thus substrate analog inhibition experiments are not particularly informative. The form of inhibition by "transition state analog" inhibitors should reveal which substrate binds slowly. There is no sharp conceptual distinction between ordered and random "kinetic mechanisms". I therefore suggest that the use of these concepts should be abandoned.